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 Panyagolf 

 Panya Indra Golf Club comprises three 

separate 9-hole championship 

courses, each with an individual design 

and unique setting. Each course offers its 

own distinctly different playing 

experience. You can choose the lagoon 

Course. Palm Course or Garden Course. 

These three beautifully sculpted course 

are located in one exotic tropical location, 

offering the player a golfing paradise.  

**Night golf available** 

 

Krungkavee 

 Krung Kavee is the only golf course in 

the country that utilizes biodynamic 

agriculture as a means of maintenance. 

Using biodyanmics allows Krung Kavee 

to emphasize the holistic approach and 

interrelationships of the soil, plants and 

animals as a self-sustaining system of 

maintaining the grounds.  

 

 

Lumpinee Boxing Stadium 

 Muay Thai or Thai boxing is the national 
sport of Thailand and immensely popular. 
Muay Thai fights are among the best 
viewed programs on Thai television. 
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Fasionisland  700 meters from hotel The Promenade  800 meters from hotel 

The Crystalshoppingmall 

5 km. from hotel 

Crystal Design Center(CDC) 

5 km. from hotel 

Central-Ladprao 10 km. from hotel 

  SHOPPING MALL 

 & RESTARANTS   
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  ACTIVITES ON SITE   

 

4x4  Buggy rental and course 

Sea doo rental and course 

  Seafood Resturants   

 

2 Restarants Awesome Sea food (in construction now, but it’s a famous franchise)   Thai traditional 
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Safari world 

Safari World, a zoo and drive thru 

safari experience. Filled with rare and 

beautiful animals that you can touch, 

feed, and enjoy. 

http://www.safariworld.com/ 

Siam Park 

Siam Park the most popular waterpark in 

Bangkok with tons of sliders, roller 

coasters, and shows. Great for families. 

http://www.siamparkcity.com/en/main.php 

http://www.safariworld.com/
http://www.siamparkcity.com/en/main.php
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